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Assessment of value 
reporting 
What it means for Authorised Fund 
Managers  
 
The question of ‘value’ has long been one which has 
dogged the investment industry. While for most 
investors, the performance of their portfolios and 
investments will remain their ultimate consideration, 
other factors are becoming increasingly important in 
relation to how and why they should choose a fund. 
 
Performance is of course only one indicator of the overall ‘value’ of a 
fund. Up until recently, little has been done by the fund industry – or 
the regulators – to demonstrate to investors the value beyond 
performance that funds offer and greater disclosure of costs. 
Information on comparing the costs and charges, the quality of 
service provided, economies of scale against a valid peer group, 
amongst others, has been difficult to find, making it hard for 
investors to judge whether they are getting value for their money. 
 
To address this ‘gap’, the FCA introduced new rules in 2018 
requiring UK authorised fund managers (AFMs) to review the value 
that their authorised open-ended collective investment funds deliver 
to investors. From the resulting set of measures, the term 
‘Assessment of Value’ (AoV) was born, which required AFMs to 
produce ‘Assessment of Value Reports’ on an annual basis. 
 
Little guidance so far has been given as to how AFMs should 
compile their AoV reports and with the first of these being published 
in 2020, this FE fundinfo white paper will address some of the 
common questions that we have seen in the market and how fund 
groups have responded. 
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Who is affected? 
 
The first thing to consider is which companies need to produce AoV reports and for 
which funds. 
 
The requirement for AoV reports came out of the FCA’s Asset Management Market 
Study. Because the rules around the reports are in the Collective Investment Schemes 
sourcebook (COLL), they “[apply] to UK AFMs in respect of their management of 
authorised funds (that is, authorised open-ended collective investment schemes).” 
This includes UCITS management companies with FCA authorisation that provide 
portfolio management services for European UCITS schemes. 
 
The obligation doesn’t apply to non-UK managers whose funds are marketed into the 
UK or on any financial instruments other than authorised funds. 
 
 
What are Assessment of Value reports? 
 
Assessment of Value reports are publicly-available reports that must be published by 
fund groups within four months of the fund’s annual accounting period end-date, 
effective as of 30th September 2019. However, the FCA has subsequently extended 
the deadline for annual fund value assessments by two months, to give managers 
leeway amid the Covid-19 crisis. 
 
According to the Senior Managers and Certification Regime (SMCR), it is the 
responsibility of the Chair of the AFM board to ensure these are published. 
 
The FCA has offered little guidance on the form these reports take, but they must cover 
a number of criteria, which will be covered later on in this paper. AFMs must publish 
their funds’ AoV reports either within their annual long report, or as a standalone 
composite report issued alongside it. 
 
 
Why were Assessment of Value reports introduced? 
 
In the fallout from the financial crisis of 2008, a lot of criticism was levelled at the 
financial services industry as a whole. Much of this related to the exploitation of the 
knowledge gap between the providers of various financial services and the consumers 
who used them. A key focus then of the regulators became to provide greater 
transparency to consumers, so that they could ultimately make better-informed 
decisions. 
 

https://www.fca.org.uk/firms/senior-managers-certification-regime
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It is in this spirit that the Asset Management Market Study was developed, with the final 
report published in June 2017. It recommended introducing: 

• measures to give protection to investors who are less able to find better value 

• measures to drive competitive pressure on asset managers 

• proposals to improve the effectiveness of intermediaries. 

The study was subsequently supported by a number of Policy Statements (PS) from 
the FCA and it was PS18/8, published on 5th April 2018, which stated: 

“Strengthening the duty of AFMs to act in the best interest of their 
investors…this is important as AFMs are the agents of the investors 
in their funds; they are not just product providers…We have found 
that AFMs generally do not consider robustly whether they are 
delivering [value for money].” 

 
Reporting requirements 
 
The FCA have, perhaps uncharacteristically, been deliberately vague in setting out how 
they would like AFMs to present their findings. This decision was made to encourage 
groups to think independently about their reports and to consider the cultural aspects of 
the requirements, rather than following a template, or becoming a box-ticking exercise. 
 
In fact, the FCA made it clear that they did not want an industry-standard template to 
be made available, as they expected competitive pressure to drive up the quality of 
disclosure through these reports over time. 

The current guidance that AFMs must follow is: 

• To report at least annually, within four months of the year end. This has 
subsequently been extended by two months in the wake of the Covid-19 
pandemic. AFMs choosing to do this, must “promptly inform the fund’s depositary 
and auditors” and email the regulator “with details of the funds [the decision] will 
apply to and the intended new date of publication”. 

• Managers should also “publish a prominent statement on their website, no later 
than the original publishing date […], explaining the reasons for their decision 
and giving the revised publication date”, the regulator adds. 

• AoV is to be included in the group’s annual long report, or as a separate 
composite report for multiple funds. 

• To include information relating to at least the following seven criteria: 

o Quality of service 
o Performance 

https://www.fca.org.uk/publications/market-studies/asset-management-market-study
https://www.fca.org.uk/publication/policy/ps18-08.pdf
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o AFM costs 
o Economies of scale 
o Comparable market rates vs an external peer group 
o Comparable services vs other internal offerings 
o Classes of units. 

• It is important to note that this is not an exhaustive list – other criteria may be 
included as well, where AFMs believe this may help clients understand the 
overall value provided. 

• Further details of what needs to be reported and how it is done so can be found 
in COLL 4.5.7 (contents of the annual long report) and COLL 6.6.19 – 6.6.24. 

• Responsibility for both the content and publication of the report falls on the fund 
board or governing body, with ultimate responsibility sitting with the Chair. 

 
Some groups have taken different approaches and this paper will look at some of the 
early publishers later on. 
 
 
Quality of service 
 
This is defined as:  

“The range and quality of services provided to unitholders.” 
This requires AFMs to identify the services they provide directly related to the operation 
of the fund and additional services related to the ‘investor experience’. AFMs must 
focus on whether charges are commensurate with the quality of services provided. This 
could relate to (but is not limited to) areas including: 

• Administration 

• Audit 

• Investor communications  

• Website 

• Complaints handling 

• ‘Unseen’ services such as IT resilience and compliance. 

 
Performance 
 
This is defined as:  

https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/COLL/4/5.html
https://www.handbook.fca.org.uk/handbook/COLL/6/6.html
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“Performance…after deduction of all payments…over an appropriate 
timescale having regard to the scheme’s investment objectives, 
policy and strategy.” 
This requires AFMs to firstly consider their objectives and how they are supported by 
their policy and strategy.  
 
Performance must be measured over an ‘appropriate timescale’, of which there is no 
preferred guidance. This could relate to one year, three years, five, or longer, 
depending on the AFM’s preference, but is likely to be linked to the recommended 
holding period for an investment in the fund. Funds without a long enough history must 
explain this in relation to a lack of historic information. Additionally, performance could 
be measured in relation to a benchmark, or against an absolute return target, or 
income yield target, possibly relative to an index. Again, there is no preferred 
methodology, but if benchmarks are applied, then they must be applied consistently 
throughout. 
 
 
Costs 
 
This is defined as:  

“In relation to each charge, the cost of providing the service to which 
the charge relates.” 
This requires AFMs to include costs paid to third parties for services and show the 
breakdown of cost components. Not forgetting that the overarching principle of these 
reports is transparency, evidence of best execution and commission rates may be 
included. Transaction costs are not referenced, and costs generally can be included 
either pre or post-audit. Funds of funds may include costs of underlying funds. 
 
 
Economies of scale 
 
This is defined as:  

“Whether the AFM is able to achieve savings and benefits from 
economies of scale relating to the direct and indirect costs.” 
The purpose of this requirement is to encourage AFMs to declare whether when 
operating their funds: 

• No savings could be achieved 

• Savings could be and have been achieved 

• Savings could be achieved, but have not been 

• Savings have been achieved and have been or will be passed on to investors 
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• Savings have been achieved, but have not been and will not be passed on to 
investors 

 
The FCA’s concern is that some costs are fixed, but investors are charged ad valorem 
fees regardless. Institutional mandates and investment trusts regularly review charges 
at certain size milestones, but this is not common among OIECs/unit trusts. 
 
Other points to bear in mind are that funds use of economies of scale to cross-
subsidise other parts of their business, or to invest in developments is permitted, but 
needs to be explained and that diseconomies of scale for shrinking funds can also be 
included. 
 
 
Comparable market rates vs an external peer group 
 
This is defined as:  

“In relation to each service, the market rate for any comparable 
service provided.” 
The guidance makes no mention of peer group comparisons, but as we have seen, this 
could be covered within the performance-related aspect of the reporting. Using market 
rates as a comparison meanwhile may depend on fund type, fund size, asset class and 
other considerations. 
 
The level of detail AFMs present will most likely be determined by what is publicly 
available. “Each service” the fund provides needs to be considered, but it is unlikely 
AFMs will know the details of other costs in other funds. 
 
Special consideration should also be given to ensuring that commercial confidentialities 
in relation to third part agreements are not disclosed. 
 
 
Comparable services vs other internal offerings 
 
This is defined as:  

“In relation to each separate charge, the AFM’s charges for 
comparable services… including for institutional mandates of a 
comparable size.” 
AFMs must specifically consider their funds’: 

• Size 

• Investment objectives 

• Policies 
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The FCA has expressed concerns that institutional clients tend to have more 
bargaining power than retail clients, even if the combined size of a retail fund is larger. 
It is worth pointing out that there is no get-out that institutional mandates are not 
provided through the AFM, as ‘associate’ companies are included. 
 
It is possible for funds to charge more for retail mandates, but it needs to be explained 
within the AoV report. Changes in distribution models over the years mean that costs of 
commission and platform costs have disappeared and huge registers incurring higher 
costs may no longer exist. But compliance costs for retail funds and turnover costs 
associated with open-ended funds may be higher. 
 
 
Classes of units 
 
This is defined as:  

“Whether it is appropriate for unitholders to hold units in classes 
subject to higher charges than those applying to other classes of the 
same scheme with substantially similar rights.” 
AFMs must compare other share classes within the same fund and ensure investors 
are not left languishing within an expensive share class if cheaper, suitable ones are 
available. This may be the case if a fund’s institutional share classes were opened up 
as ‘clean’ share classes post-RDR. 
 
Inertia is no longer an excuse since FCA FG18/3 permitted unitholders to be moved to 
identical-but-cheaper share classes without explicit permission. 
 
Nonetheless, there are a couple of acceptable reasons why an investor may be in a 
more expensive share class: 

• It is a pre-RDR share class still paying trail commission 

• The cheaper share class is only available through other distribution channels 

 
 
Industry response 
 
As you can see from the section above, use of words such as ‘may’, ‘possibly’ or 
‘could’ shows the ambiguity that the FCA has introduced into Assessment of Value 
reporting. While this has been a deliberate choice by the regulator, it has 
understandably led to some uncertainty among fund groups and investors. 
 
By mid-March 2020 more than 100 individual funds had published their Assessment of 
Value reports and from what we have seen so far, several different approaches have 
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been adopted. These range from reports stretching to hundreds of pages within long 
reports to much lighter ‘overview documents. Most, though not all, AFMs have chosen 
to publish their reports as standalone composite reports and posted them in prominent 
locations on their websites, making them easy for all to find. 
 
While 2020 has been the first year that funds have reported on their value and it is 
early in the process, governance experts have already expressed their disappointment 
that AoV is already being treated as a box-ticking exercise, as funds manage the 
plethora of compliance obligations which fall to them. 
 
An article appearing in March in The Financial Times’ Ignites Europe [paywall] section 
stated that governance experts believe AFMs are focusing too much on the individual 
criteria set out by the FCA and had “not grasped the wider cultural change and the 
need for challenge that the watchdog also requires.”  
 
An early indication then that the intentions of the FCA have not been met. That said, 
the question of whether this is surprising, given the industry response to other 
regulations in recent years arises. 

 “AFM Boards have not grasped what the FCA really wanted: good 
customer outcomes, challenge to the fund managers and someone 
to protect investors.” 
Matthew Priestly, independent consultant 
Governance Connect 

 
It is important to remember that these are the first such reports, published with no 
precedent to base them on. Also, the work on the reports published so far will have 
been underway before the first funds’ reports were published, so we could expect to 
see a gradual shift in emphasis as future reports learn from the good (and not-so-good) 
of the trailblazers. 
 
At the heart of this, it should be remembered that AoV reporting was done with investor 
interests at its core. But further questions arise as to what – if any – impact these 
reports are having, or will have, on investors. Are they being read? And if so, by 
whom? Is it more likely that these reports will be read by competitors than investors 
themselves? It is far too early in the scheme’s roll-out to answer these questions with 
any degree of confidence, but given precedence, the latter is far more likely. Whether 
or not they are read in the future will surely depend on how they are presented. They 
are, for instance, far less likely to be read as an addendum to a several-hundred-page 
annual report. 
 
Perhaps foreseeing how the industry would respond to AoV reporting, respondents to 
the original proposals in the FCA’s CP17/18 said they broadly “supported what we 
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were trying to achieve with our proposals, agreeing that value is at the heart of the 
asset management proposition…[but]… many stakeholders expressed concerns…that 
our draft rules appeared unduly focused on assessing charges from the starting point 
of AFMs’ costs, rather than the overall value an individual fund provides.”  
 
One small, but important, change to the rules that came out of that was the FCA’s 
change in language from referring to them as “value for money” reports to assessments 
of value, recognising that value is not necessarily the same as cost. 
 
There are some encouraging signs, however. In one early case, Merian Global 
Investors, as reported by Money Marketing, revealed that they would review their 
funds’ fee structure, following the group undertaking an assessment of value. 

“It is our intention to review the pricing structure 
of the funds in 2020, to consider introducing a 
mechanism for adjusting prices to pass on to 
shareholders economies of scale benefits 
arising from future growth in assets under 
management of the funds.” 
Merian Global Investors 

 
Columbia Threadneedle meanwhile were another group which made changes to their 
fee structure after publishing their AoV report. Having given their 57 funds and 435 
share classes a rating of ‘good’, the group has decided that it could still offer areas for 
improvement. According to FT Ignites (paywall), Chief Executive Nick Ring said the 
group will remove performance fees across the UK fund range from January 1 2020; 
reduce annual management charge on 55 share classes, where fees were “above 
market when compared with competitors”; cut registrar fees on 26 share classes for 
some of its larger funds, to ensure economies of scale are passed on to customers and 
apply subsidies and fee caps to 32 share classes to customers. The fund group will 
also convert some 30,000 direct customers into cheaper share classes between March 
and May of this year.   
 
 
A closer look at the published reports and what they tell us 
 
Rathbones 
 
Type Funds Pages  

https://www.igniteseurope.com/c/2723923/333213/columbia_threadneedle_adjusts_fees_after_value_report_funds?referrer_module=emailMorningNews&module_order=11&code=Wlc5bmFHRnVMbWgxWjJobGMwQm1aV1oxYm1ScGJtWnZMbU52YlN3Z01UTTNOakl4TWpNc0lESXdOak0xTXpjd05qaz0
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Composite 8 38 

What they said 
• “We switched all investors who invested directly in ‘Retail’ class fund units into ‘Institutional’ class units. 

We moved 1,982 investments into…cheaper …units.” 

• “We reduced the minimum investment to £1,000 on our lower-fee-paying Institutional share classes.” 

• “We removed initial costs from our entire fund range.” 

• “We rewrote our fund documentation, so all our funds have much clearer investment objectives and 

investment policies.” 

 
Rathbones UK Opportunities Fund 

• “Our board of directors concluded that our fund has not consistently delivered its objective…This fund 

was redesigned and relaunched in 2017…At this point, the annual management charge was reduced 

from 0.75% to 0.45% for an introductory period. The board have decided to extend this period and will 

not raise the annual management charge until the fund has consistently met its performance objectives 

…The fund has shown good short-term performance.  The board will continue to monitor the 

performance” 

 
Rathbones Global Alpha Fund 

• “…concluded that our fund consistently underperformed its benchmark.  This fund was set up solely for 

a third party to distribute to its clients…We proposed redesigning this fund’s investment policy…Further 

to our proposal, the third party informed us they would instead be redeeming their investment in this 

fund.” 

What others said 
Investment Week 

“Rathbones will close its Global Alpha fund this year after the firm's first assessment of value publication revealed 

that the vehicle has "consistently underperformed its benchmark.” 

 
Ignites Europe 

“Rathbones’ value reports also led it to switch nearly 2,000 investors to a share class with a lower annual 

management fee, in a move that will save them between £6.25 and £10 a year on every £1,000 they have 

invested.” 

 
Vanguard 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Composite 29 14 

What they said 
• “Over 12 months, three years, five years and ten years respectively, 93%, 96%, 92% and 75% of our 

UK-domiciled funds have outperformed their peers.” 

• “The ongoing charges for our UK-domiciled funds are on average 73% cheaper than the average for 

their respective sectors.” 

• “We provide access to global scale, resources and experience.” 
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• “Our share class structures are simple and our pricing is transparent.” 

• “In the spirit of what the FCA is trying to achieve, we recognise that we should not be complacent and 

that there are always opportunities for improvement.” 

• 25 funds “provide good value” on all seven criteria. 

• 4 funds “provide value but merits some action or further monitoring” on performance and good on six 

other criteria. 

• “In October 2019, Vanguard reduced fees and increased consistency across its index …ranges, 

including seven funds…in scope for this report.” 

 

Morgan Stanley 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Annual report 5 2 (out of 89) 

What they said 
• “After costs were factored in, most share classes out-performed their benchmarks over multi-year 

periods.” 

• “Our efforts to subsidise costs have contributed to performance.” 

• “We have kept operating costs in line while maintaining appropriate standards for expertise and 

• quality.” 

• “After careful consideration …we believe the fees charged to the sub-funds are justified given the 

overall value delivered to investors.” 

 
 
Aberdeen Standard Investments 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Composite 18 5 

What they said 
• “We have grouped the pillars into three main components: Service, Performance and Cost.” 

• "All funds score positively for Service and Cost, while 3 funds were given negative assessments for 

Performance.   

• “The Board …will continue to monitor …performance to ensure it delivers in line with expectations, 

taking any remedial action considered necessary.” 

 
 
AXA IM 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Composite 3 11 

What they said 
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• “Responsibility has been adopted by experts in each of the relevant criteria to manage and perform the 

value reporting, leveraging where appropriate, already embedded processes, governance and 

management information. The value reporting is then reviewed and challenged by an internal committee 

before being submitted to the AFM Board.” 

 

AXA Framlington Health Fund 
• “The Fund had met its primary objective…over its recommended investment horizon (5 years) but that 

its performance had struggled when compared to its performance indicator, peers and the passive 

comparator…despite the Fund’s disappointing performance in the short term, the management of the 

Fund remained true to its investment proposition and that both the proposition and the investment 

universe presents strong opportunities for the Fund to improve its performance record over the following 

years.” 

What others said 
Ignites Europe 

“…the board of the AXA Framlington Health fund says it has delivered value to investors, despite the fund 

underperforming its benchmark over the past one, three, five and 10 years. The board says the fund has provided 

capital growth over the past five years, which is its “primary objective”, although it admitted its performance had 

“struggled” when compared with its benchmark index, peers and passive fund comparator.” 

 
 
HL Multi Manager 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Composite 10 78 

What they said 
• “The Board are happy each of our funds offer economies of scale benefits to investors and represent 

value based upon the additional level of service investors receive when investing through a Fund-of-

Funds structure.”  

• “With regard to performance, the HLFM Board believes it is right to evaluate it over a range of 

timescales, as well as considering the consistency of performance …We are aware that in some cases 

a fund has underperformed relative to its benchmark. Where this is the case, we have ensured we 

understand the detailed reasons for this and assessed whether this means the fund has the potential to 

outperform its benchmark in the future or deliver to its stated aims and objectives. At this time, we 

believe these funds continue to offer value for money based on all the factors we have considered.” 

What others said 
Money Marketing 

“Hargreaves Lansdown’s findings have caught the greatest attention so far. The board’s ruling that its multi-

manager fund range offered value, despite high charges and underperformance, as well as its failure to refer to 

funds’ high exposure to the collapsed Woodford funds in the 78-page document, raised industry commentators’ 

eyebrows.” 

 

Ignites Europe 
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“The Financial Times writes that…to the end of September 2019, nine of the 10 funds have under-performed their 

peer group average over three years.  Meanwhile all of those with a five-year track record have underperformed 

their sector average over that timeframe.  

 

“A contributing factor to the performance of some of the multi-manager funds was their exposure to the Equity 

Income Fund, formerly managed by Mr Woodford and currently being liquidated, which performed poorly before 

and following its suspension in June last year.  

 

“The Times reports that although six of the funds had invested a combined £600m (€713m) in the beleaguered 

fund, Hargreaves’ 78-page report makes no mention of the former star manager.” 

 
 
HL Select 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Composite 3 16 

What they said 
• “We are aware in some cases a fund has under-performed relative to its benchmark, though at this 

stage none of the HL Select funds have existed for more than the recommended holding period of 5 

years.”  

• “The Board are happy that each of the HL Select funds represent value for investors, based upon the 

level of service and performance against stated objectives, in addition to lower than sector average fund 

charges.” 

 
 
Aviva Investments 
 
Type Funds Pages  

Annual report 20 22 (of 464 pages in total) 

What they said 
• “If the performance is not considered to be satisfactory then the following may be taken into account 

where relevant: 

o Explanations for any underperformance provided by the Investment Manager as part of the 

Company’s fund performance governance model; and 

o Any appropriate steps (such as consideration of changing the investment objective, policy, 

strategy or investment personnel) that have been taken or are intended to be made and aim 

to improve Fund performance. 

• “The Company could consider changing the Investment Manager or closing the Fund where no other 

viable options are available.” 

• “As part of the review of its charging mechanism in 2018, the Company undertook an exercise to ensure 

that investors were invested in the most appropriate share class. The review prompted the closure or 

merger of a number of share classes, along with the amendment of some minimum investment limits 
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and share class eligibility criteria, and the removal of trail commission to advisers. This resulted in some 

investors being moved into alternative share classes that either had fees of an equivalent level, or lower 

than they had been paying previously where an appropriate share class was available.” 

• In addition, the Company operates a process to identify any investors who would be eligible for a share 

class with lower fees. If any such investors are identified, steps are taken to move them into that share 

class if possible.” 

• “In conclusion, the Board confirms all components of the assessment have been considered and the 

charges for each of the Share Classes are justified in the context of overall value being delivered to 

investors.”   

• For 5 funds, this conclusion was reached after charges on some share classes were reduced. 

What others said 
Money Marketing 

“Only very devoted readers might stumble across the value assessment for Aviva Investors’ 23 passive funds, as 

these can currently be found on page 681 of the annual and financial statement report for the Aviva Investors 

Authorised Contractual Scheme. The one-A4-sized-page value assessment report sums up the value of all the 

sub-funds in one go.” 

 
 
What next?  
 
As has been said, this is the first year that AFMs have had to publish an Assessment of 
Value report and as with anything that is new, it will take a while before best practice is 
agreed upon. This is particularly the case where the FCA has been careful not to 
prescribe what best practice looks like and have actively discouraged funds from 
copying one another. 
 
While to some extent there is a firm logic to this decision, there is already widespread 
agreement that further clarity is needed from the FCA. As we have seen from several 
of the larger groups who have already published their AoV, their approaches differ 
wildly and, without there being some degree of uniformity, they run the risk of confusing 
investors if no comparisons can be drawn; that is, of course, if investors read them in 
the first place. 
 
Consideration must also be given to what another layer of regulation will mean for the 
industry. Smaller groups who are already suffering from rising costs may take the 
decision that their smaller funds are no longer worth running, given the time and 
expenditure which will be required to report on them. This could lead to a contraction 
within the industry, leaving the investor with less choice and, by definition, a small 
number of investors with no access to the funds they want. 
 
As the year progresses and more funds publish their reports, we may start to see a 
consensus of what, where and how to include the necessary information. Indeed, some 
of the groups with later year-end reporting may be thankful that they will have prior 
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examples from which to work. Ultimately though, real success may not be measurable 
for a couple of years, until we can see if any action promised in the first reports has 
actually been taken, with positive results for investors. 
 
 
How can FE fundinfo help? 
 
FE fundinfo is a global fund data and technology leader. We facilitate better, more 
efficient investing by connecting fund managers and fund distributors and enabling 
them to share and act on trusted, insightful information. We provide the data, tools, 
infrastructure and the expertise required to research, distribute, market and invest in 
funds and model portfolios.  
 
We maximise efficiencies for fund managers and fund distributors through our unique 
fundinfo.cloud marketplace, one of the world’s largest information marketplaces for 
local and international investment funds and support market participants at every stage 
of the investment lifecycle.  
 
Additionally, we provide support for funds with their compliance needs. We enable fund 
managers to register funds, organise and manage their data, create outputs and 
disseminate it across the industry. 
 
With roots stretching back to 1996, FE fundinfo was created in 2018 following a merger 
between investment data, research and software provider FE, fundinfo, a provider of 
services for asset managers and distributors in Europe and Asia and F2C, the 
Luxembourg-based data management firm, which operates the publiFund platform. 
 
For more information, please visit: www.fe-fundinfo.com  
 

http://www.fe-fundinfo.com/
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